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On Nov. 10, a special 93-member commission of the Brazilian Congress approved an article to the
new constitution that would prohibit foreign companies from selling gasoline and alcohol fuel in
Brazil, and from exploration activities in the mining industry. The final draft of the constitution is to
be voted upon in the plenary session of the Constitutional Assembly at some point in the next two
months. The new article was apparently not the first controversial one approved by the commission.
In recent weeks, Brazilian private sector organizations have organized a campaign to reverse many
controversial articles included in the latest draft of the constitution which are considered to be
overly "nationalist" and "anti-business." The campaign involves intense lobbying of Congress and
television spots extolling the virtues of free enterprise. The article approved on Tuesday would force
the Shell Oil Company, the Exxon Corporation, the Atlantic Richfield Company and Texaco Inc. out
of the multi-billion-dollar business of selling gasoline and alcohol fuel in Brazil.
According to the local business magazine EXAME, the four multinationals and two other foreign oil
companies are among the top 10 businesses in Brazil in terms of annual revenue. Finance Minister
Liz Carlos Bresser Pereira, referring to the vote on the oil companies, said, "It made no sense."
He added that in his view the companies did not threaten national sovereignty. Shell and Exxon
issued statements regretting the decision and expressing confidence that it would be reversed. This
decision by the special commission followed others that business leaders believe will discourage
foreign capital from entering Brazil and also disrupt agricultural production and destabilize the
labor market. The private-sector group hopes that the 559-member Constitutional Assembly will be
more moderate than the special commission.
In the opinion of Antonio Oliveira Santos, president of the National Confederation of Commerce,
the commission has been dominated by "a well organized and activist radical minority." Uncertainty
caused by the special commission has been so great that 310 Assembly members a majority have
formed a group called the "Big Center" that is demanding the right to revise the final draft. The
draft items that worry Brazilian business leaders the most involve labor. One would make it almost
impossible to dismiss an employee who has held a job at least 90 days. A powerful rightist farm
organization, the Democratic Rural Union, has also mobilized its 230,000 members to combat moves
in Congress to permit distribution of uncultivated private farms to landless peasants.
The special commission, described by one businessman as having 55 leftists among its 93 members,
has taken a hostile view of foreign capital. Although foreign companies do not produce oil in Brazil,
the four oil companies mentioned control nearly half of fuel distribution. Shell accounts for 20%
of the business, Exxon 14%, ARCO 8% and Texaco 7%. The special commission has indirectly
limited foreign involvement in Brazil's infant mining industry by declaring that only Braziliancontrolled companies can participate in exploration. The move could affect the activities of South
Africa's Anglo American and General Mining companies and of subsidiaries of Shell and the British
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Petroleum company, as well as the two biggest mining companies with operations in Brazil, Alcoa
and Alcan.
The growing mood of confrontation between the private sector and government as a whole
was dramatized last week when Autolatina, a joint venture of the Ford Motor Company and
Volkswagenwerk A.G., said it would no longer respect price controls. The government responded
with punitive measures, but these were suspended by a judge pending a definitive ruling from a
higher court. (Basic data from AP, 11/10/87; NEW YORK TIMES, 11/12/87)
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